INTRODUCTION 5

Reading

UNIT 1 Short messages (1) 6
Different words, same meaning
Introduction to multiple-choice
Writing notices

UNIT 2 Short messages (2) 8
What’s on the notice board?
Practice with multiple-choice
questions
Exam practice for Part 1

UNIT 3 Matching (1) 12
Matching practice – pictures to text
Finding the information quickly

UNIT 4 Matching (2) 14
What do the people want?
Making sure it matches
Exam practice for Part 2

UNIT 5 True or false? (1) 18
Practice with short texts
Why is it false?

UNIT 6 True or false? (2) 20
Making ‘true’ statements
Being the examiner
Exam practice for Part 3

UNIT 7 Multiple-choice questions (1) 24
Understanding feelings
What’s the writer trying to do?

UNIT 8 Multiple-choice questions (2) 26
Sharing information
Answering multiple-choice questions
Exam practice for Part 4

UNIT 9 Multiple-choice gap fill (1) 30
Practice with key grammar
Practice with key vocabulary
Thinking about grammar and meaning

UNIT 10 Multiple-choice gap fill (2) 32
Practice with key grammar
Practice with key vocabulary
Exam practice for Part 5

Writing

UNIT 1 Sentence transformation (1) 36
Saying things another way
Matching the meaning
Practice with key grammar
– present perfect/past tense
– ‘negative/positive’ expressions
– passive/active forms

UNIT 2 Sentence transformation (2) 38
Same message, different words
Practice with key grammar
– comparison
– indirect/direct speech
Changing between verbs and nouns
Exam practice for Part 1

UNIT 3 Sentence transformation (3) 40
Practice with key grammar
– modal verbs
– if and unless
Spotting the mistakes
Exam practice for Part 3

UNIT 4 Short messages (1) 42
How do you say it?
What’s missing?
Adding more details

UNIT 5 Short messages (2) 44
Keeping it short
Including the right points
Exam practice for Part 2

UNIT 6 Letters (1) 46
Organisation of letters
First and last lines
The main message

UNIT 7 Letters (2) 48
Using the right verb tense
Letter writing practice
Further practice

UNIT 8 Letters (3) 50
Making a letter more interesting
Spelling and punctuation
Exam practice for Part 3

UNIT 9 Story (1) 52
Choosing the right past tense
Getting started on the story
What happened next – getting ideas
UNIT 10 Story (2) 54
Making longer sentences
What happened next?
Exam practice for Part 3

UNIT 3 Discussing a situation (2) 80
Getting started
Getting your partner to join in
Putting it all together
Exam practice for Part 2

UNIT 4 Talking about a picture (1) 82
Saying where something is in a photo
Talking about the action in a photo
Describing the people
I don't know what it's called

UNIT 5 Talking about a picture (2) 84
Talking about impressions and opinions
What to include
Exam practice for Part 3

UNIT 6 General conversation 86
Questions to keep the conversation going
Talking about your likes and dislikes
Exam practice for Part 4

Supplementary Activities 92
Pairwork Activities 102
Grammar File 104
Appendix 1 114
Appendix 2 117
Practice Test 118
Tapescript 134